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BEACHES
12 | Vous

1 | Leivadakia
A beach, 1,5km long with everything you need:
plenty of shade, crystal blue waters and water
sports. It's close to the port and many people
choose it for a last swim before their departure
from the island.

golden sand, big rocks and is perfect for snorkeling. Swimmers will discover there a little secret
gulf. There's no shade and no phone signal. We
recommend that you have some supplies, such as
fruits and water.

It's a small non accessible rocky islet. It's named after the shape of a
sleeping ox (“Vous” in Greek). In Chora you can have the best “view
of the Vou”!

2 | Karavi

7 | Vagia

One of the best beaches and a good choice if
you don't have any means of transport. Sandy
coast and crystal clear deep blue water. There
are no trees around, so it's ideal for sunbathing,
although it's not a good idea for windy days.

A beach of wild beauty, thick sand and crystal
clear waters. It's the perfect scenery to stay and
enjoy the sunset! It's the first smoke-free beach in
Greece and a part of the preserved Natura 2000
area. You will find a canteen there, which provides
cold refreshments and ice creams.

Serifos has a rich network of signposted trails. We recommend that
you try the easy but walk-worthy path below.

3 | Agios Sostis
There are two different picturesque bays and
a small church where you can enjoy the
amazing view! It’d be good to arrive early
enough to catch a spot in the shade and don't
forget to bring water and snacks with you.

4 | Lia
No Trees, no shadow and no swimsuits!
A naturist friendly beach with the best view of
the small island Vou!

5 | Psili Ammos
The most popular beach of the island that has
been adored by thousands of visitors! Its shore
is golden sandy and its landscape exotic.
During windy days the waves are high. Kids
love it for its shallow warm waters. By the sea
you'll find two taverns where you can enjoy
seafood and the Greek cuisine.

6 | Kalo Ampeli
A shore that's a bit difficult to reach but so
worth it! It takes a 20-minute walk through a
path that passes by the picturesque chapel of
Sotiras with a spectacular view. The beach has

8 | Ganema
It's a long beach that has two sides. You can
choose between the sandy one and the one that
is covered in light colored small pebbles. It's a
family friendly option. There is also a big parking
space.

9 | Malliadiko
It's a bit difficult to find it but it's worth it! This
bay provides the best protection from the
summer wind (“Meltemi” in Greek) and it's so
tranquil. A perfect choice for nature lovers with
alternative vibes. It's also a secret hideaway for
many Serifians!

10 | Megalo Livadi
It's an enchanting landscape with reminders of the
past! You can see the ruins of the mining facilities rails, wagons and the loading bridge. This beach is
family friendly with dark sand, shallow and calm
waters and taverns with fresh fish.

11 | Platis Gialos
A beautiful, picturesque beach at the northern
part of the island. Super clean and chilly waters!

13 | Path

LIVADI – CHORA
2.2 KM | 1 HR | EASY
Starting from Livadi you follow the main road to Chora.
After approximately 900 meters you will find on your right the
signposted start of the cobbled trail, which for many decades was
the main road connecting Chora with the port at Livadi. This
cobbled trail ascends into the hillside northwards, and it intersects
with the new asphalt road. On your way you will pass many, about
10, picturesque chapels. When you meet the first houses of Kato
Chora, you will see the Folklore Museum and the square. From there
you will enter the village and follow the main cobble street leading
to the windmills square at Pano Hora.
An alternative is to go to Pano Hora by bus and then follow the
route to the opposite direction which is easier.

